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    You will find that the interpretation of your chart is written in simple language, uncluttered by 

astrological jargon. If a statement appears to contradict another statement, then you exhibit these 

opposite qualities at different times in your life. For example, a statement that you are highly 

sociable and gregarious and a statement that you prefer solitude seemingly contradict each other; 

this means that you vacillate, and need both sociability and solitude at different times. 

 

    The astrological factor that the interpretation is based on is also given. The astrological factor is 

given for the benefit of astrologers and students of astrology. If you are not a student of astrology, 

then obviously the factor will not be meaningful to you, and you can ignore it. 

 

    If you find this interpretation of your birth chart interesting and informative, you might want to 

discuss your birth chart with a professional astrologer to learn more about the astrological influences 

on your life. 

 

 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 

    Your birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of the planets at the time of your birth. 

For the benefit of students of astrology, these positions, along with other technical information, are 

listed below: 

 
Sun      4 Lib 59               Pluto     2 Lib 01 

Moon    11 Gem 34               N. Node  23 Cap 06 

Mercury 11 Lib 25               Asc.      7 Pis 06 

Venus   21 Leo 41               MC       16 Sag 05 

Mars    28 Vir 06               2nd cusp 19 Ari 58 

Jupiter  0 Cap 13               3rd cusp 21 Tau 35 

Saturn  20 Gem 35               5th cusp  8 Can 32 

Uranus  17 Lib 50               6th cusp  3 Leo 24 

Neptune  3 Sag 01 

 

Tropical  Placidus   Daylight Savings Time observed 
GMT: 00:25:00   Time Zone: 8 hours West 

Lat. and Long. of birth: 34 N 03 08 118 W 14 34    

 

Aspects and orbs: 
Conjunction : 7 Deg 00 Min      Trine    : 5 Deg 00 Min 

Opposition  : 5 Deg 00 Min      Sextile  : 4 Deg 00 Min 

Square      : 5 Deg 00 Min      Quincunx : 3 Deg 00 Min 

             Conjunct Asc: 3 Deg 00 Min      Above    : 5 Deg 00 Min Below 
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Chapter 1 
General Characteristics 

 

    Your fundamental needs, values, and orientation towards life are symbolized by the four 

astrological elements. Each person has their own unique balance of these four basic energies: fire 

(warmth, inspiration, enthusiasm), earth (practicality, realism, material interests), air (social and 

intellectual qualities), and water (emotional needs and feelings). 

 

    Your "elemental make-up" is described below. Remember that most people are "unbalanced" or 

lopsided, and if you are lacking or deficient in a certain element (or elements), it simply means that 

you need to consciously develop that aspect of yourself to learn to appreciate and/or to work harder 

in that dimension of life. 

 

    Sometimes we overvalue the element that we are least endowed with, sensing it as a lack within 

ourselves, but more often we neglect or ignore it. The qualities described below will be reiterated 

and explained in more detail in the following chapters. 

 

    You have a great capacity to relate to, appreciate, and understand different people and points of 

view, and you tend to be quite liberal in your attitudes. You are primarily a thinking person who 

requires much intellectual and social stimulation, conversation, and interaction. You comprehend 

abstract reasoning and concepts very quickly and like ideas, language, and culture. You can't 

imagine being happy in a world without books, films, or interesting companions. 

 

    There is an androgynous quality to you, and you relate equally well to men and women, having 

both male and female characteristics in nearly equal measure yourself. You tend to see someone as a 

person first, rather than identifying them solely with their gender. 

 

    Friendship is very important to your sense of well-being. You thrive on camaraderie, teamwork, 

social participation and sharing. However, you are also quite objective about them and there is often 

a touch of impersonality or detachment to your relations with others. 

 

    Your mind is your real gift: thinking clearly, logically, and creatively, planning and organizing 

efficiently, and communicating intelligently. However, you tend to live in your head - reading about, 

talking about, and observing life without becoming completely immersed in it. Avoid becoming a 

dabbler. You need to develop constancy, stability, and depth. 

 

    As you will read in the next chapter, you actually come across to others in an intuitive, empathic 

way, but (as indicated here) you are quite capable of being cool and impartial - more so than you 

might seem. 

 

Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 1: 

Air Element is Strong (F,E,A,W Scores = 5,6,30,8) 

Air is Strong and Ascendant is in Water sign 
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Chapter 2 
How You Approach Life and How You Appear To Others 

 

    The following is a description of your basic stance towards life, the way others see you, the way 

you come across, the face you show to the world. In Chapter 3 you will read about the "The Inner 

You: Your Real Motivation", which describes the kind of person you are at heart and where your 

true priorities lie. Read this chapter and the next one and compare them - there may be significant 

differences between them, in which case "the inner you" may not shine through and others are in for 

some surprises when they get to know you at a more than superficial level. This chapter describes 

the costume you wear, your role in life, while Chapter 3 talks about the real person inside the 

costume. 

 

    You are a gentle, sensitive person with a deep understanding of people and a very tolerant, 

accepting, nonjudgmental approach towards life. In a noisy, competitive atmosphere you are often 

receding and withdrawn for you are not an aggressive, forceful person, and you intensely dislike 

conflict. In fact you tend to be somewhat passive, to wait, watch, observe, feel and know much - but 

to act little. Letting things resolve or work themselves out in their own way, rather than directing or 

forcing your will upon them, is often your way of dealing with problems. 

 

    You may have a deeply religious or spiritual feeling about life, not in the orthodox sense 

necessarily, but an intuitive sense of the immensity and underlying oneness of all life, which makes 

so many human aspirations and striving seem rather unimportant. You need peaceful surroundings 

in order to flourish, and periods of quiet solitude are essential for your emotional balance and well-

being. 

 

    You are also very compassionate and cannot tolerate seeing any fellow creature suffer - be it 

human, animal, or even plant! As a child you probably cried very easily and became quite upset 

whenever others were hurt, physically or emotionally. The world of your imagination and fantasy 

was also very real to you, a place to escape to when the outer world became too harsh, demanding, 

or simply uninteresting. 

 

    Because you are very giving and forgiving, people in need gravitate to you, sensing your 

sympathetic nature. Often you will continue to give to a person even when you realize they are 

taking advantage of you or becoming overly dependent upon you. You overlook and make excuses 

for other people's weaknesses, and for your own as well. Discrimination and self-discipline are not 

your strong points. 

 

    Though you may be as intelligent as anyone, you do not really have a rational, logical approach 

toward life, and trying to reach you through logical arguments is often futile. Your feelings, 

intuition, and heart, not your head, lead you, which may infuriate or bewilder your more rational 

friends. You certainly recognize that there is much more to life than can be explained intellectually 

and categorized into neat little boxes, and you have an open, receptive attitude toward such areas as 

psychic phenomena, telepathy, parapsychology, etc. You are not as structured and rigid in your 

attitudes as many people are, which enables you to see many different points of view and to accept 

all of them as valid. This can lead to vagueness, uncertainty, and confusion on your part - or to a 
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very flexible and holistic way of approaching any issue. 

     Your emotional responses, feelings, and prejudices come across to others quite clearly and you 

could be seen as a rather moody, inconsistent creature. On the other hand, you aren't impersonal or 

removed, so people are drawn to confide in you. At times you may wish you weren't so easy to read. 

 

     You are extremely sensitive to all of the incoming impressions and energies around you, and at 

times you can be overcome or dominated by more forceful personalities. Learning to establish clear 

boundaries is important for you, as you tend to become enmeshed emotionally and/or psychically 

with whoever you are with. You may have the chameleon's trait of seeming to become the people or 

person you are with the most. 

 

     The image you project to the world, and the person you really are inside, are considerably 

different. So much so that at times you may feel that people don't see or know the real you. They 

respond to the face they see, and the initial impression you make may actually be misleading. 

Within yourself, also, there is much complexity and tension, and you often feel that you need to 

change yourself in significant ways or that you continually hold back essential aspects of yourself. 

 

    You have a sympathetic understanding of others and the ability to see through people. Very 

sensitive, your emotional state depends a lot on the influence of your immediate surroundings. For 

this reason others may see you as a somewhat unstable person. 

 

Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 2: 

Pisces Rising 

Moon Square Asc. 

Neptune Square Asc. 

Sun Quincunx Asc. 

Asc. Opposition Moon/Neptune 
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Chapter 3 
The Inner You: Your Real Motivation 

 

    Although you are quite tolerant, giving, and forgiving (as mentioned in the previous chapter), you 

do have a definite sense of fairness and balance and correct proportions which prevent you from 

being completely happy in the all-giving role. You really want an equal, reciprocal relationship, not 

one that is based on being someone's servant or caregiver. However, you need to learn how to assert 

what you want and need, for you tend to "go with the flow" or to simply wait for your needs to be 

supplied. Consequently, you may feel that you are never able to achieve equality in relationships, 

somehow always ending up being taken advantage of. Also, avoid the tendency to be evasive, 

indirect, and afraid to confront unpleasant issues. The honest and open relationship you seek cannot 

be achieved if you are hiding something! 

 

    Harmony and balance are your keynotes. You instinctively understand the need to accommodate 

other people's interests and desires, and you are always fair and willing to meet the other person half 

way. Tactful, diplomatic, and with considerable social awareness, you do all you can to avoid 

conflict and discord. You express a spirit of cooperation and compromise and often achieve through 

charm and discretion what would have been impossible to achieve by a direct, forceful approach. 

 

    Getting along with others and pleasing them may be TOO important to you, for you can be too 

dependent on others' approval and opinions to make your own decisions. You will rarely act without 

getting the counsel and feedback of other people. You prefer sharing and doing things together 

rather than on your own. Being alone feels very unnatural to you, and you have a strong need for a 

partner and intimate one-to-one relationships. 

 

    You invest a great deal of your energy in personal love and you are very idealistic and romantic 

about marriage. You seek a partner who is your equal intellectually, and who is capable of a mental 

relationship as well as a physical and emotional one. You make a thoughtful, considerate friend or 

lover, and you enjoy the traditional symbols of love - courtship, flowers, etc. Relationships are like 

an art to you, one that requires time, attention, and creative effort. You appreciate a partner who is 

subtle and polished, never coarse or dull or blunt. 

 

    Fairness and equality, both in your personal life and in the world, are extremely important to you. 

If you fight about anything, it is often about something you feel is unfair and unbalanced. Balance is 

very important to you and you believe in moderation in all things, avoiding fanaticism and 

extremism of any sort. 

 

    You also have a strong need for beautiful, harmonious surroundings and a natural sense of artistic 

style and grace, which is reflected in the way you dress, furnish and arrange your home and 

workspace, etc. Everything must be aesthetically pleasing and appropriate. Either working with 

people as a counselor, advisor, consultant, or negotiator - or in an artistic field such as design or 

photography, would be fulfilling to you. 

 

     You invest a tremendous amount of your creative energy into your relationships with others, 

particularly your marriage or other close partnerships. You feel you need others in order to be all 
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that you can be, and you are disinclined to solitary activities and endeavors. 

     Working with people on a one-to-one basis to bring about mutual understanding, harmony, and 

satisfaction is an area in which you can really excel. Counseling or negotiating are talents of yours. 

 

    You tend to see things from your perspective only and to be rather subjective. You also enjoy 

talking and expressing your views but you don't always listen as well. You have a clear mind, a love 

of learning and new experiences, and need constant mental stimulation and activity. 

 

    You are assertive, energetic, active, courageous, and vital. You have a very strong physical drive 

which expresses itself as sexuality and passion, a desire to compete with others, and a tendency to 

fight. You have a victorious spirit and the will to win. 

 

    You have big aspirations and the desire to succeed in life in a grand way. You tend to exaggerate, 

to promise more than is possible, and to misjudge through being overly optimistic. However, you 

never lose your hopes for the future. Restlessness and discontent with responsibilities and 

limitations in life can be troublesome for you. 

 

    Along with your energy and drive you have high ideals and an active fantasy life. There is a 

dreamer and an idealist in you, as well as a doer and a fighter. You want to win but not at others' 

expense, and this maybe something of a dilemma for you. 

 

     You are very open and receptive to the spiritual, intangible, and subtle realms, and can easily 

receive or give conscious guidance based on your inner attunement. You take many things for 

granted, such as the existence of an afterlife or the effects of subtle influences like aromatherapy, 

spiritual healing, etc. These things seem obvious to you, whereas to many people they are a matter 

of conjecture or even illusory. You may not realize you have spiritual gifts because they come so 

naturally to you. 

 

    Inwardly you are zealous and fanatical, though you may hide your personal desires and intentions, 

and the intensity of your feelings. You are driven by a deep inner sense of destiny and mission and 

an almost compulsive desire for personal recognition. You have an infatuation with power and are 

incredibly willful and stubbornly fixated on achieving greatness or being Somebody Special. You 

tend to worship heroes who have powerful personal magnetism and charisma, and often seek to 

emulate them. You have potential for tremendous good or tremendous evil. 

 

    You tend to think and act bravely and have a positive and firm demeanor. You have what it takes 

to make your own way in life. You may be a bit excitable, but never shy away from a good 

argument. 

 

Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 3: 

Ascendant in Pisces and Sun in Libra 

Sun in Libra 

Sun in 7th house 

Sun Conjunct Mercury 

Sun Conjunct Mars 
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Sun Square Jupiter 

Sun aspects Mars and Neptune 

Sun Sextile Neptune 

Sun Conjunct Pluto 

Sun Conjunct Mercury/Mars 
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Chapter 4 
Mental Interests and Abilities 

 

    One of your greatest assets is your ability to see both sides of an issue, and to negotiate and bring 

about compromise and reconciliation. Tactful, reasonable, and with considerable social finesse, you 

work well with people in business as well as in personal relationships. You are objective and 

somewhat detached from emotional bias, and make an excellent consultant, mediator, or public 

relations person. You insist upon fairness and seek to bring harmony or at least peaceful coexistence 

between people, and your diplomacy is a benefit in any business or social situation. You also have 

fine aesthetic sensitivities and could work in an artistic or cultural environment. 

 

     You are often involved in verbal exchanges, interviewing, discussing, debating, counseling, 

negotiating, getting and giving feedback, and sharing information. You are drawn to intelligent and 

verbal people, with whom you can communicate and from whom you can learn. You love to have an 

audience to hear your ideas, and you also appreciate eloquent presentations by others. 

 

    You would be an excellent teacher or counselor for you listen sympathetically, and encourage 

others to express their inner thoughts and feelings. People trust and confide in you, and you are able 

to read between the lines and to sense what their feelings are as well as what they are saying. You 

work well with and understand women, and the emotional, feminine side of life. You are articulate 

on personal (rather than factual or technical) subjects. Keeping a diary or journal would be 

satisfying for you. You also have a talent for learning languages. 

 

    An independent and original thinker, you are excited by new ideas, discoveries, and innovations. 

Your mind functions in an intuitive, nonlinear fashion, and sudden insights and ideas often come to 

you "out of the blue". You grasp ideas very quickly and often become impatient with those who are 

slower or more cautious than yourself. You are considered rather eccentric and unusual in your 

interests by more conservative minds. You do well in an open, unpredictable atmosphere where 

flexibility and quick responses are needed. You have an aptitude for science, mathematics, 

electronics, or astrology. 

 

    You have a basic need to reform and are constantly looking for change in hopes that it will lead 

you to a life that is more exciting. You may not always be tactful and your ideas and opinions 

sometimes are likely to be strongly challenged by others. 

 

    You are sensitive and compassionate in your dealings with other people. But you tend to get lost 

in your fantasies when it comes to love, are inclined to exaggerate your emotions and could easily 

be deceived or misled. 

 

    You have a restless mind and constantly occupy yourself with new things and plans. Creative, 

inventive and resourceful, you are an indefatigable mental worker. You also have the need to pass 

your knowledge on to others and you do this very excitedly. 

 

Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 4: 

Mercury in Libra 
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Mercury in 7th house 

Moon Trine Mercury 

Mercury Conjunct Uranus 

Mercury Conjunct Sun/Uranus 

Mercury Conjunct Venus/Neptune 

Mercury Conjunct Uranus/Pluto 
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Chapter 5 
Emotions: Moods, Feelings, Romance 

 

    You do not appear to be an intensely emotional or sentimental person, and you are often unaware 

of your own or other people's deeper feelings and emotional needs. Tears and tantrums bewilder you 

and make you very uncomfortable. You would rather settle differences by talking things out 

reasonably and rationally, but you tend to ignore or poke fun at any attempt to probe your own or 

others' inner depths. 

 

    You avoid heavy, demanding emotional involvement and are wary of making personal 

commitments. 

 

    You need plenty of mental stimulation and you feel close to people with whom you can share 

thoughts and mental interests. Conversation is very important to you. The strong, silent type of 

partner is not for you. 

 

     You often make decisions solely for emotional or personal reasons, because something "feels 

right" or because you've always done it a certain way and you are uncomfortable changing it. Even 

when you think you're being rational, your prejudices, intuitions, and feelings influence your 

thoughts a great deal. You are comfortable talking about feelings and personal subjects, and sharing 

confidences, which enables others to express their own inner feelings with you as well. You have 

good psychological insight into others. 

 

    Warmhearted and generous in love, you cannot tolerate pettiness or stinginess in your partner. 

You want a Hero, a Prince or Princess to idolize and adore, someone you wholeheartedly admire 

and can be proud of. You are tremendously loyal and devoted once you give your heart to someone. 

 

    You crave love, appreciation, and attention from others and hate to be ignored. You are rather 

susceptible to flattery and love to feel SPECIAL. You enjoy some drama and color in your love life 

and grand romantic gestures or an extravagant expression of generosity impresses you. 

 

     When you care about someone, you like to serve them, doing small thoughtful favors, helping 

them, or doing something tangible to show your affection. 

 

     You also have considerable artistic or creative skill and may sew or do other handiwork or crafts. 

In fact, you are suited for a profession involving beauty or pleasure or making people happy in some 

way. 

 

     In love and romance, it's important for you to be able to deeply respect your partner. You look 

beyond the superficial qualities to see their inner worth (or lack thereof), before you let yourself 

really fall for someone. In fact, too much glamour or flashiness is something of a turn-off to you. 

You are capable of a mature, lasting loving relationship and seek a mate who is deep, loyal, and 

committed. You may be drawn to someone older than yourself. 

 

    When it comes to love, you are apt to feel pulled in several directions at once. In addition to your 
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desire for depth and for security in your relationships, you have an impulsive side and need a lot of 

variety and excitement, as discussed in the following paragraphs. These urges do not have to 

conflict, but they certainly can, especially if you act on your spontaneous impulses without much 

consideration for their long-term effects on your personal life. 

 

     You need a lot of emotional and romantic stimulation, and may not be very interested in having 

just one mate or love partner. Variety, excitement, spontaneity, and freedom are quite important to 

you, and "settling down" isn't that appealing. You tend to surround yourself with unusual, creative, 

unconventional people that keep your life lively. Music or dancing or both play an important part in 

your life. 

 

Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 5: 

Moon in Gemini 

Moon in 3rd house 

Venus in Leo 

Venus in 6th house 

Venus Sextile Saturn 

Venus aspects Saturn and Uranus 

Venus Sextile Uranus 
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Chapter 6 
Drive and Ambition: How You Achieve Your Goals 

 

    You are a perfectionist and have high standards for your own work. You often feel that if you 

want something done right you must do it yourself, for others do not do as thorough a job as you do. 

Doing a task well is very important to you, and you may labor over minute details that others 

wouldn't bother with. You strive for accuracy, efficiency, and precision, and you become very 

irritable when things are not done "right". 

 

    On the other hand, you can become so much of a perfectionist and so self-critical that you will not 

even attempt many activities and projects, feeling that your efforts simply won't be good enough. 

You are usually modest and realistic in assessing what you can accomplish and, if anything, you 

underestimate yourself. Of course, practice makes perfect, and if you do apply yourself diligently in 

some area, you gradually gain self-confidence as you master skills and develop expertise. 

 

      You conserve your energy and pace yourself so that you do not waste or diffuse your efforts. An 

unwillingness to take risks or venture from the beaten track can sometimes limit your opportunities. 

In short, you may not aim high enough and settle for too little in life. 

 

     You are attracted to feisty, dynamic, strong-willed people, and you seem to need a lot of 

fireworks in your personal relationships. You can be very combative, or get involved with people 

who are. Ideally you will join with people who are energetic and ambitious, but not too domineering 

or aggressive. 

 

    You are enterprising, ambitious, and have a strong desire to succeed in a big way. Ever on the 

lookout for new opportunities and promising new ventures, you are willing to take risks if you sense 

that something is going to be a winner. No matter how much you accomplish, you never seem to be 

completely satisfied. You always feel you can do more, and set your sights on another goal. You 

feel frustrated in limited circumstances, and you will leave secure and reasonably successful 

situations if they do not offer challenges and potential for growth and expansion in the future. You 

like to keep stretching your limits, to see how far you can go. Sometimes you overextend yourself or 

promise more than you can actually achieve, due to an overly optimistic or overly confident 

assessment of your own capacities. You relish healthy competition and feel that it spurs you on to 

even greater achievements. 

 

    When you want something, you go after it with passionate zeal and are sometimes so driven by 

your desire that you lose all objectivity. You get so deeply involved in whatever you are pursuing 

that you become one-sided, even fanatical. Strong-willed and stubborn, you insist on having your 

way no matter the cost. You are fascinated with power. You often try to overpower anything or 

anyone you perceive as an obstacle, if not physically then by the force of your will. You can be 

ruthless and impersonal when it comes to achieving your ambitions and goals in life. You have 

enormous energy and are capable of extraordinary effort and great achievement. You can also 

become a compulsive workaholic. 

 

    You have a talent and ability for putting fresh ideas and inspiration into practice. You are ready 
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and willing to utilize new ideas and methods, and you have a knack for gaining acceptance for a new 

idea and practically implementing it. 

 

     Maybe the most important factor in your choice of career and your success or lack of it is having 

a strong home base. Family support is crucial to you, and you would not sacrifice your family for 

any sort of advantage or achievement in the outside world. If you have a solid foundation and 

healthy relationships with your parents, you are likely to fulfill any aspirations you have for 

accomplishment. 

 

     You may have to overcome some significant handicap from your childhood or background in 

order to attain your ambitions in life. You may appear unambitious, but you're apt to simply be 

playing your cards close to your chest. A sense of inadequacy based on early disappointments may 

make you an underachiever. However, you can accomplish a great deal if you understand the 

influence of the past, and learn to give yourself the support and help which was lacking. 

 

     You are attracted to careers which are somewhat unusual, creative, or avant-garde, and which 

offer you a maximum amount of freedom and independence. The nine-to-five routine is really not 

your cup of tea. You may make your living in diversified ways rather than focusing on one specific 

area or talent, and you're happiest when you can create a place in the world for your unique 

combination of different talents and interests. It is hard and unnatural for you to try to fit yourself 

into a ready-made mold. 

 

    Your self-control is well developed and you are patient, cautious and responsible. You know that 

success comes with hard work and are willing to do your share. You like to be by yourself and do 

your own thing, but at times also may feel lonely and deserted. 

 

    A big dreamer, you love comfort and are likely to promote human welfare. But you also could be 

somewhat of a fortune-hunter, like to speculate, and have a tendency to squander your money. You 

are always hopeful and don't take life too seriously. 

 

Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 6: 

Mars in Virgo 

Mars in 7th house 

Mars Square Jupiter 

Mars Conjunct Pluto 

Saturn Trine Uranus 

Moon Opposition MC 

Saturn Opposition MC 

Uranus Sextile MC 

MC Opposition Moon/Saturn 

MC Conjunct Jupiter/Neptune 
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Chapter 7 
Growth and Expansion: Areas That You Enjoy 

 

     You have an innate shrewdness, and the ability to develop a clear strategy and follow it carefully 

in order to reach your goals. You also have a natural sense of order, structure, and self-discipline. 

You are likely to excel, both because you are ambitious and because it is very important to you to do 

a professional job, no matter what field you are in, or how humble the task. 

 

     Your career or contribution to the world at large is likely to touch many people's lives in a very 

positive, helpful way. You aim high and have an innate confidence and trust both in your own 

abilities and in life in general, which enables you to go far. You want to do something BIG with 

your life, and you attract the support you need to do so, for your aims are not solely for your own 

personal benefit. You want to give something back to the world, or to improve others' lives as well 

as your own. 

 

    You aim high, have great vision, and are never satisfied with yourself unless you can achieve 

your goals in a big way. You are very opportunistic and are always ready to capitalize on a good 

idea. You utilize contacts with prominent and successful people to advantage, and are likely to win 

yourself an important and lucrative position in life. 

 

Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 7: 

Jupiter in Capricorn 

Jupiter in 10th house 

Jupiter Square Pluto 
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Chapter 8 
Areas That Challenge You Or Are Difficult For You 

 

     You doubt your own intelligence and mental capacities, and you may work very hard at studies 

in order to compensate for this. You are often overly serious and disinterested in light or superficial 

conversation. Spontaneous communication, social give-and-take, and making small talk are likely to 

be difficult for you. 

 

     Your childhood or your relationship with your parents was restrictive, unloving, or unhappy in 

ways that may prevent you from allowing other people to get close to you in later life. You felt 

deprived in some manner, whether or not you actually were deprived in some way. Emotional 

separations or repression of your needs and feelings may typify your early life, at least as you 

remember it. Forgiving your parents and/or letting go of any resentments you have about the 

limitations you experienced early in your life is crucial. Also, you need to build your own solid 

foundation, and investing time and energy into your home, domestic relationships, and inner life can 

help you accomplish this. 

 

    You work quietly to get ahead, but may have to work harder than others to gain recognition for 

your efforts. Reserved and shy, you tend to build a wall between yourself and others and seem to be 

more receptive to older and mature people. 

 

    You often may be coerced into doing things that you don't want to do, leaving you frustrated, 

irritable and touchy. You could turn hard and unforgiving toward others and may break up some 

important relationships. 

 

    Now we will discuss patterns of behavior which you instinctively and habitually revert to when 

under stress - a mostly unconscious process and one which you are apt to overdo because it is so 

familiar and thus easy for you. The direction you need to follow in order to develop balance, greater 

awareness, and wholeness is also described. 

 

    You have a great capacity for sympathy, tenderness, and caring, which is a gift that you are apt to 

overdo at times. For balance, you need to develop mature self-discipline, self-control, and personal 

responsibility. 

 

    When under stress, you have a strong instinct to retreat back into the nest, to be a child again, or 

to become overwhelmed with feelings and longings to be taken care of. Also, you may encourage 

others to depend upon you emotionally (and otherwise) to an unhealthy degree. You need to learn 

how to set limits and to turn off the flow of support when necessary. 

 

    The arena you are most likely to wrestle with these issues is in any involvements you have with 

teams, clubs, organizations, networks, and the like. The qualities described above need to be 

channeled into some sort of group effort or experience, or have some impact on society at large. 

 

Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 8: 

Saturn in Gemini 
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Saturn in 4th house 

Saturn Opposition Sun/Asc. 

Saturn Opposition Pluto/Asc. 

N. Node in Capricorn 

N. Node in 11th house 
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Chapter 9 
Originality and Imagination 

Areas Where You Are Creative, Unique, Unstable, or Compulsive 

 

     You need a lot of freedom in your close one-to-one relationships and you may experiment with 

nontraditional forms of relationships. You rebel against conventions and restrictions when it comes 

to marriage or personal relationships, and you're likely to choose a highly unusual, eccentric, or 

unconventional partner. 

 

     You love to dream, fantasize, and speculate. You are willing to entertain the most far fetched 

ideas and philosophies, since to you anything is possible. 

 

     Anything exotic, alien, or faraway holds a great attraction for you. You can have very 

otherworldly beliefs which are quite impractical and irrelevant to your everyday existence. 

 

     Emotional intensity, compulsive attraction, and a sense of fate or destiny characterize your one-

to-one relationships. It's as if you simply cannot have light, superficial relationships; they are 

inevitably profound, intense experiences which reveal your depths to you. You may be drawn to 

powerful, charismatic, willful people that challenge, thwart, and ultimately evoke your own power 

and strengths. Your marriage is likely to be the arena for your greatest growth. 

 

    You are quite amorous and subject to sudden attachments that are not lasting. Somewhat 

inconsistent in love, you are likely to fall in love many times. Some of your relationships could 

begin under unusual circumstances. 

 

    You may find it difficult to be around other people and tend to use little white lies to get out of 

appointments or meetings. Poor communication or misunderstandings with others always seems to 

leave you disappointed. 

 

    You could have a rather ruthless and unscrupulous side to your personality that will do anything 

to destroy opposition. You may be a fanatic in work and are capable of making great efforts in order 

to achieve a lot, overtaxing your strength in the process. 

 

    Your relationships and contacts with others seem to have a fated quality, but some of the people 

you meet could also be separated from you providentially - as if intervened through some higher 

power. 

 

Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 9: 

Uranus in 7th house 

Neptune in 9th house 

Pluto in 7th house 

Uranus Conjunct Venus/MC 

Neptune Conjunct Mercury/N. Node 

Pluto Conjunct Sun/Mars 
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Pluto Opposition Moon/N. Node 

 

Chapter 10 
Generational Influences: Your Age Group 

 

    In this chapter we will discuss characteristics and traits of your generation. Of course, you may 

not share all of the characteristics of your generation, but you are greatly affected by the tone that is 

set by your generation. 

 

    The first topic is "The Subconscious and Emotional Drive of Your Age Group". In this section we 

will describe a deeply felt urge, even compulsion, of your age group. This deeply felt drive comes to 

the surface with great force and power, and consequently leaves in its wake considerable upheaval 

and change. The second topic is "The Ideals and Illusions of Your Age Group", that describes the 

dreams, fantasies, and spiritual aspirations of your age group. The third and last topic is "What is 

New and Different in Your Age Group", which describes areas in which your age group tends to be 

innovative, inventive, unusual, and also where it may be unstable and unreliable. 

 

    The characteristics described below may affect a group of people for anywhere from a few years 

to about 30 years. There are one or more different astrological factors described in each of the three 

sections below. 

The Subconscious and Emotional Drive of Your Age Group 

 

    You are part of a 12 year group of people who are deeply interested in personal relationships. 

Your age group has a deeply-rooted yearning to see people relating and communicating with each 

other effectively and harmoniously. There is little egotism and a willingness to hear the other 

person's side of the story and a readiness to compromise and arbitrate different points of view. In 

fact, the need for harmonious, peaceful relationships is so strong that there is a tendency to overlook 

real differences and to focus only on the similarities in an attempt to bring different parties into 

harmony with each other. 

 

    Interest in psychology and sociology is high in your age group. There is a tremendous heightening 

of awareness of social skills. Your age group will experiment with different marriage styles, family 

relationships, and even business relationships in an attempt to bring fair treatment and effective 

communication between people. Interest and appreciation for other cultures is also strong, and your 

age group will work hard to preserve and support the cultural heritage of all ethnic groups. 

 

    Your strong yearning for equitable and harmonious relationships is also reflected in major 

advancements in trade agreements, arms control, and international cooperation that are designed and 

implemented by your generation. These agreements and policies foster a much safer and more 

cooperative environment for all, although there is also a tendency for greedy individuals to take 

advantage of the conciliatory atmosphere and twist situations to their own ends. 

 

    In short, you are part of a generation of individuals who are deeply interested in other people; you 
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are a humanistic and humanitarian group. You will struggle and experiment with personal 

relationships, and forge new models for how people can relate as friends, family members, and 

members of nations as well. 

The Ideals and Illusions of Your Age Group 

 

    You are part of a 14 year group of people that are extremely idealistic and farsighted in their 

dreams. Your age group is very liberal and expansive in outlook, and consequently churches become 

much more flexible and more eclectic in their approach during your life time. Religions that do not 

adapt to the broad-minded attitude of your age group simply are unable to attract very much interest 

and involvement from you. 

 

    A great deal of metaphysical musing and speculation is evident in your age group, and there is a 

very strong interest in all manner of psychic phenomena, UFO's, prophecy, etc. This interest will 

open many new doors and insights, but will also often lead to a great deal of fantasizing and 

speculation that is taken more seriously than it should be. 

 

     The entire generation to which you belong has tremendous opportunities for spiritual rebirth and 

awakening. This will not be forced upon you or precipitated by unavoidable events, rather it comes 

from an inner yearning and a natural propensity to seek the depths. 

What is New and Different in Your Age Group 

 

    You are part of a 7 year group of people who strive for greater equality in relationships. You treat 

parents, children, and spouses much more like friends and equals than other generations do, and 

many of you will experiment with alternative marriage styles that allow for greater freedom and 

equality in relationships. 

 

Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 10: 

Pluto in Libra 

Neptune in Sagittarius 

Neptune Sextile Pluto 

Uranus in Libra 


